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Abstract A consistent set of statistical-model input param-
eters, validated by analysis of various independent data,
makes possible the assessment of an α-particle optical model
potential [Phys. Rev. C 90, 044612 (2014)] also for nucleon-
induced α-emission within the A ∼ 60 mass-number range.
The advantage of recent data for low-lying states feeding is
taken as well. Consideration of additional reaction channels
leading to increase of the α-emission beyond the statistical
predictions has concerned the pickup direct interaction and
Giant Quadrupole Resonance similar features.

1 Introduction

The α-particle interaction with nuclei as well as the cor-
responding optical model potential (OMP) were of special
interest from nuclear-physics earliest days. The widely-used
phenomenological OMP parameters have been derived from
analysis of either elastic-scattering, which is ruled out below
the Coulomb barrier B, or α-induced reaction data. They
are then used to describe also the α–emission from excited
nuclei, in terms of the statistical Hauser-Feshbach (HF) [1]
and pre-equilibrium emission (PE) [2] models. However,
there are also various assumptions and parameters of these
models in addition to the α-nucleus potential. Thus, a definite
conclusion on α-potential may become possible only using
HF+PE consistent parameter sets already validated by analy-
sis of other independent data (e.g., [3]), that are distinct from
either α-induced reaction or especially α–emission data.

Moreover, there is a so-called α-potential mystery of
the account at once of both absorption and emission of
α-particles in nuclear reactions [4], of equal interest for
nuclear astrophysics and fusion technology. It was referred by
Rauscher [4] to competition of the Coulomb excitation (CE)
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with the compound nucleus (CN) formation in α-induced
reactions below B, while the former does not affect the α–
emission. Because the corresponding partial waves and inte-
gration radii may provide evidence for distinct account of
CE cross section and OM total-reaction cross section [5], an
alternate solution may also concern additional reaction chan-
nels but for α–emission. Thus, further consideration should
be given to eventual role of the pickup direct interaction (DI)
leading to increase of the α-emission beyond the HF + PE
predictions. An eventual giant quadrupole resonance (GQR)
[6,7] decay through α-particle emission ([8–12] and Refs.
therein) is also worthy of note [13].

In fact, a former search for new physics in potentials to
describe nuclear de-excitation assumed that particle evap-
oration occurs from a transient nuclear stratosphere of the
emitter nucleus ([13] and Refs. therein). Recent definite
conclusion on incident α-particle OMP [14] made feasi-
ble the analysis of a possible difference between the OMPs
describing either α-particle elastic scattering and reactions
or α-emission from excited nuclei [15]. Actually, a semi-
microscopic double-folding model (DFM) real part and
the dispersive contribution of a phenomenological energy-
dependent imaginary-potential were firstly involved within
an analysis of α-particle elastic-scattering angular distribu-
tions above B [14,16,17]. Subsequently, the phenomenolog-
ical real potential [14] was established using the same data
basis. Then, HF statistical model analysis of α-induced reac-
tion cross sections proved the particular energy dependence
of the surface imaginary potential at incident energies below
B [14,16,18]. On the other hand, an earlier OMP [15] con-
cerned only the α-particle emission in neutron-induced reac-
tions, with distinct predictions from potentials for incident
α particles [19]. Thus, it was not an earlier version of the
above-mentioned ones [14,16,17], while the issue of differ-
ent OMPs for incident and emitted α particles [13,15,20,21]
is still actual and forms the object of this work.
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Moreover, validation of the OMP [14] for α-emission in
low-energy proton-induced reactions on Zn isotopes, at vari-
ance with the fast-neutron induced reactions on Zr isotopes
[21], was related to a surface character of the latter [20]. Anal-
ysis of α–emission from nuclei excited in reactions induced
by either neutrons or low-energy protons became thus of
interest while there are quite useful recent data of low-lying
states feeding [22–27] for A ∼ 60 nuclei.

Nevertheless, it should be underlined that no empirical
rescaling factors of the γ and/or neutron widths are used in
the present work as well as to establish this OMP [14,16,18]
or prove it [28,29]. First, its use provided a rather good
agreement of the calculated and measured α-induced reaction
data to date [14,16,18,20,21,28,29]. Second, better results
obtained also within large-scale nuclear-data evaluation [30]
led to its adoption as the latest default option within the
world-wide used code TALYS [31]. Consequently, conclu-
sion on the suitable use of this α-particle OMP also for the
account of the α-emission will be of a larger interest.

While detailed presentation of model parameters was
given in Refs. [14,20,28], latest particular values of them are
given in Sect. 2. The PE+HF results obtained using the OMPs
of Refs. [14,15] are then compared in Sect. 3 with measured
cross sections of low-energy proton– and neutron–induced
reactions leading to excited Fe, Co, Cu, and Zn isotopes,
with particular emphasis of above-mentioned Refs. [22–27].
The main points of the DI analysis within the distorted-wave
Born approximation (DWBA) method and the code FRESCO
[32], for calculation of pickup reaction cross sections, are also
given in Sect. 4 at once with GQR features note.

2 Statistical model parameters

The following HF + PE model calculations were carried out
within a local approach using an updated version of the com-
puter code STAPRE-H95 [33], with ∼ 0.1–0.3 MeV equidis-
tant binning for the excitation energy grid. The DWBA
method and a local version of the code DWUCK4 [34]
were also used for calculation of the DI collective inelastic-
scattering cross sections using the corresponding deforma-
tion parameters [35,36] of the first 2+ and 3− collective
states. The calculated DI cross sections are then involved
for the subsequent decrease of the total-reaction cross sec-
tions σR that enter the HF calculations. Typical DI inelastic-
scattering cross sections, e.g. for neutrons on 56Fe, grow up
from ∼ 7% to ∼ 10% of σR for incident energies from 2 to 7
MeV, and then decrease to ∼ 8% at the energy of ∼ 25 MeV.

A consistent set of (i) back-shifted Fermi gas (BSFG)
[37] nuclear level density (NLD) parameters, (ii) nucleon
and (iii) γ -ray transmission coefficients was used also within
the present analysis of the fast-neutron induced reactions on
isotopes of Fe, Co, Cu, and Zn. These parameters were estab-

lished or validated using independently measured data as
low-lying levels [38] and s-wave nucleon-resonance spac-
ings, (p, n) reaction cross sections [39], radiative strength
functions (RSF) [40], average s-wave radiation widths [41],
and (p, γ ) reaction cross sections [39], respectively. The
same OMP and level density parameters have been used in
the framework of the DI, PE, and HF models. The details in
addition to the ones given formerly [14,20,21,28,29] as well
as particular parameter values are mentioned below in order
to provide the reader with all main details and assumptions
of the present analysis.

The reaction cross sections calculated within this work are
also compared with the TALYS code results corresponding to
its default options as well as the content of the evaluated data
library TENDL-2019 [42], for an overall excitation function
survey.

2.1 Nuclear level densities

The BSFG parameters used to obtain the present HF results
are given in Table 1. They follow the low-lying level num-
bers Nd up to excitation energy E∗

d [38] used in the HF cal-
culations (the 2nd and 3rd columns) as well as those fitted
at once with the available s-wave nucleon-resonance spac-
ings Dexp

0 [37,41,43,44] (with uncertainty in units of the
last digit, in parentheses) in one or more (separated by slash)
energy ranges ΔE [45] above separation energy S, for the
target–nucleus g.s. spin I0. The level-density parameter a and
ground state (g.s.) shift Δ were generally obtained with a spin
cutoff factor corresponding to a variable moment of inertia
I , between half of the rigid-body value Ir at g.s., 0.75Ir at
the separation energy S, and the full Ir value at the excitation
energy of 15 MeV, with a reduced radius r0 = 1.25 fm [46].

The fit of the error-bar limits of Dexp
0 data has also been

used to provide limits of the fitted a-parameters. Moreover,
these limits are used within HF calculations to illustrate
the NLD effects on the calculated cross-section uncertainty
bands (Sect. 3).

On the other hand, the smooth-curve method [47] was
applied for nuclei without resonance data. Thus, average a-
values of the neighboring nuclei having these data have been
used to obtain only the Δ values by fit of the low-lying dis-
crete levels. The uncertainties of these averaged a-values,
following the spread of the fitted a parameters, are also given
in Table 1. These uncertainties are obviously larger than those
of the a-values obtained by fit of Dexp

0 . Their use in HF cal-
culations leads to increased calculated cross-section uncer-
tainty bands. Moreover, eventual assumption of an additional
uncertainty for the fitted Nd has led to increased NLD param-
eter uncertainties as given in a second pair of brackets in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Low-lying levels used in HF calculations and those fitted at
once with Dexp

0 dataa in ΔE range above S, for target–nucleus g.s. spin
I0, to obtain LD parameters a and Δ (see text) with uncertainties related

firstly to those of fitted Dexp
0 and, in addition, to those of fitted Nd (in

second pair of brackets)

Nucleus Nd E∗
d Fitted level and resonance data a Δ

Nd E∗
d S + ΔE

2 I0 Dexp
0

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (keV) (MeV−1) (MeV)

50Cr 28 4.367 28 4.367 5.60 0.31
51Cr 41 3.376 82(2) 4.214 9.655 0 12.5(12),13.1(12)c 5.43(10)(8) −1.30(12)(6)

9.561 0 13.3(13)b

52Cr 36 5.139 36 5.139 5.30 0.47
53Cr 28 3.435 25(2) 3.262 8.432/8.654 0 32.0(35)/30.1(35)c 5.55(12)(6) −0.80(10)(−5)
54Cr 38 4.689 38 4.689 9.817/10.001 3/2 6.7(6)/5.81(59)c 5.65(10) 0.24(9)
55Cr 32 3.200 32 3.200 6.396 0 50(8) 6.47(24) −0.50(15)

6.696/6.663 0 54.4(82)b/52.6(77)c

56Cr 29 4.349 29 4.349 5.85 0.32
52Mn 15 1.956 15 1.956 6.10 −1.20
53Mn 33 3.466 42 3.728 5.60 −0.85
54Mn 36 2.355 36(3) 2.355 5.7(2) −2.02(9)
55Mn 58 3.383 58 3.383 10.497 0 7.1(7)b 5.53 −1.69
56Mn 49 2.118 49(2) 2.118 7.374 5/2 2.3(4) 6.20(42/-3)(37/0) −2.22(32/-3)(24/4)
57Mn 23 2.341 33 2.758 6.0(2) −1.32
58Mn 27 1.470 27 1.470 6.40 −2.25
52Fe 9 4.456 5 3.585 5.30 1.15
53Fe 24 3.176 24(2) 3.176 5.47(20) −0.90(8)
54Fe 26 4.782 26(2) 4.782 5.65(20) 0.76(8)
55Fe 31 3.457 31(2) 3.457 9.548 0 18.0(24)b ,20.5(14) 5.53(14)(10) −0.90(12)(2)
56Fe 60 5.038 49(2) 4.802 6.0(2) 0.36(17)(12)
57Fe 30 2.697 30(2) 2.697 8.074/8.096 0 19.2(19)b/25.4(19) 6.00(11)(6) −1.28(8)(3)
58Fe 60 4.720 60 4.720 10.14 1/2 7.05(70) 5.90 −0.90
59Fe 32 2.570 36 2.856 6.756/6.696 0 21.6(26)/25.4(49)b 6.16 −1.03
60Fe 34 4.053 34 4.053 6.25 0.11
61Fe 16 2.143 16 2.143 7.00 −0.72
55Co 29 3.980 23 3.775 5.40 −0.33
56Co 27 2.789 27 2.789 6.40 −0.88
57Co 44 3.553 44 3.553 5.80 −0.97
58Co 43 1.979 43(2) 1.979 6.6(2) −2.11(10)
59Co 60 3.492 61 3.497 10.217 0 4.3(4)b 6.40 −0.90
60Co 60 2.423 64 2.489 7.542 7/2 1.45(15) 6.99(14) −1.57(10)
61Co 60 3.417 70(2) 3.575 6.45(35) −0.96(24)
62Co 17 1.359 16 1.271 7.40 −1.48
63Co 11 2.163 8 1.889 7.30 −0.30
58Ni 34 4.574 34 4.574 5.90 0.40
59Ni 44 3.381 58 3.686 9.405/9.324 0 13.4(9)/12.5(9)b 5.85 −1.15
60Ni 51 4.613 51 4.613 2.0(7) 6.00 0.06
61Ni 36 2.913 36 2.913 8.045 0 13.8(9),13.9(15)b 6.57(9) −0.90(7)
62Ni 46 4.455 46 4.455 10.631 3/2 2.10(15) 6.36 0.27
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Table 1 continued

Nucleus Nd E∗
d Fitted level and resonance data a Δ

Nd E∗
d S + ΔE

2 I0 Dexp
0

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (keV) (MeV−1) (MeV)

63Ni 19 2.353 19 2.353 7.117/7.238 0 16(3)/15(2)b 7.30 −0.52
64Ni 20 3.849 20 3.849 6.90 0.75
65Ni 20 2.520 20 2.520 6.398 0 23.6(30) 7.80 −0.20
66Ni 18 3.782 18 3.782 7.50 1.12
61Cu 36 3.042 38 3.092 6.75 −0.64
62Cu 48 1.682 53 1.775 7.20 −2.04
63Cu 48 3.043 48 3.043 9.026 0 5.9(7)b 6.90 −0.83
64Cu 60 2.115 93 2.534 7.993 3/2 0.95(9)d [0.70(9)] 7.46 −1.61
65Cu 40 3.132 48 3.278 7.85 −0.10
66Cu 20 1.344 20 1.344 7.116 3/2 1.30(11) 7.88 −1.40
67Cu 12 2.841 18 3.123 8.20 0.62
62Zn 23 3.730 23 3.730 6.50 0.32
63Zn 32 2.403 32 2.403 7.50 −0.79
64Zn 34 3.552 68 4.159 11.862 3/2 7.20 0.16
65Zn 33 2.138 33 2.138 8.018 0 2.3(3) 8.29 −0.77
66Zn 39 3.825 39 3.825 7.70 0.55
67Zn 40 2.175 40 2.175 7.278 0 4.62(55) 8.11 −0.97
68Zn 51 3.943 51 3.943 10.291 5/2 0.37(2) 8.05 0.59

aReference [41] if not otherwise mentioned
bReference [37]
cReference [43]
dReference [44]

2.2 Nucleon optical model potentials

2.2.1 Neutron optical model potentials

Fe isotopes’ first option for neutron OMP was obviously the
optical potential of Koning and Delaroche [48]. However, we
paid the due attention to the authors’ remark that their global
potential does not reproduce the minimum around the neu-
tron energy of 1–2 MeV for the neutron total cross sections
of A ∼ 60 nuclei. Following also their comment on the con-
stant geometry parameters which may be responsible for this
aspect, we applied the SPRT method [50] for determination
of these parameters at energies below ∼ 20 MeV, through
analysis of the s- and p-wave neutron strength functions, the
potential scattering radius R′ and the energy dependence of
neutron total cross section σT (E).

The RIPL-3 recommendations [41] for the neutron reso-
nance data and the available measured σT data [39] (Fig. 1)
have been used in this respect. One may note that more accu-
rate data have become available since the development of
Koning–Delaroche OMP. Moreover, it has been shown that
even recent dispersive-coupled-channels OM results describ-
ing well the total cross sections above 4 MeV, are still rather

similar to [48] predictions at lower energies [49]. The model
overestimation around 1 MeV is up to ∼ 20%.

Actually, it has been supported the well known behav-
ior for near–magic nuclei of the iron group that the observed
reduction in the averaged σT (E) requires l-dependent OMPs
[51]. We found however that it is possible to describe some-
how the σT (E) minimum around 1 MeV by adoption of the
energy–dependent geometry parameters of either the global
(54Fe) or local (56Fe) Koning–Delaroche potentials, at lower
energies, given in Table 2. This point will be of a particular
importance for the correct account of the neutron evaporation
in competition with the charged–particle emission.

Cu isotopes have shown a rather likewise case, however
with a σT (E) minimum around 2 MeV better approximated
by Koning–Delaroche OMP. A similar analysis as above is
given in [52], and their similarly modified local potentials for
63,65Cu [48] have used in the present work as well.

Zn isotopes proves an even better account of the σT (E)

minimum above 2 MeV but a minor underestimation of
≤ 3% for the maximum around 6 MeV. Both points have
been improved through the SPRT method, by using Koning–
Delaroche local parameter set for 74Ge [48] with a minor
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Comparison of neutron total cross sections for 54,56Fe mea-
sured [39] and calculated using either the global (dash-dotted curves)
or local (dashed curves) OMP parameters sets of Koning and Delaroche
[48], and the energy-dependent changes of either a global or b local

geometry parameters given in Table 2 (solid curves). Broad energy–
averages over 50, 100, and particularly [49] 200 keV of several mea-
sured data sets were used for comparison with the OMP results

Table 2 Comparison of experimental [41] and calculated neutron scat-
tering parameters of 54,56Fe isotopes at neutron energies of 250 and
∼ 400 keV [45], respectively, and (bottom) the changes of the global

(54Fe) and local (56Fe) parameters [48] (with the use of [48] notations,
the energies are in MeV and geometry parameters in fm) which provide
the best SPRT results

OMP/Target 54Fe 56Fe

S0 ∗ 104 S1 ∗ 104 R’ S0 ∗ 104 S1 ∗ 104 R’

Exp. [41] 6.6(10) 0.42(8) 2.3(6) 0.41(6)

global [48] 2.74 0.73 5.2 2.24 0.7 4.7

local [48] 2.68 0.82 4.9 2.28 0.7 4.5

[48]modified 2.25 0.45 4.1 1.72 0.46 3.5

rV = 1.2766 − 0.04E, E < 2 rD = 1.282 + 0.014E, E < 5

1.502 − 0.03E , E < 10

1.182 + 0.002E, E > 10

aV = 0.2198 + 0.15E, E < 3 aV = 0.333 + 0.066E, E < 5

change of the real potential radius rV = 1.214 − 0.001E, for
E < 6 MeV.

59Co target nucleus made the object of a detailed study of
neutron-induced reactions [53] that was completed at nearly
the same time with Koning–Delaroche OMP. However, a con-
sistent input parameter set was also used so that an earlier
neutron OMP [54] was adopted with changes according to
the SPRT method as well. Because of the completeness of
that study, only an additional analysis of the α-particle emis-
sion has been carried on in the present work, with no further
change of the adopted nucleon OMPs [53].

2.2.2 Proton optical model potentials

The optical potential of Koning and Delaroche [48] was con-
sidered also for the calculation of proton transmission coef-

ficients on isotopes of Mn, Fe, Ni, and Cu. A former trial
of this potential concerned the proton reaction cross sections
σR [55] for the stable isotopes of the elements from Mn to
Zn, for the lower energies so important in statistical emission
from excited nuclei. A comparison of these data and results
of either the local or global proton OMP [48] was shown in
Fig. 2 of Ref. [52]. A good agreement was found apart from
the isotopes of Fe and in particular Ni, for which there is an
overestimation of the data by ≥ 10%. The following addi-
tional remarks concern the isotopes involved in this work.

FeandNi isotopes could benefit from the above-mentioned
work [52] where the agreement with the corresponding
σR data was achieved using energy-dependent real poten-
tial diffusivity. Thus, the constant value aV = 0.663 fm
[48] was replaced by the energy–dependent form aV =
0.563 + 0.002E up to 50 MeV, for the target nucleus 56Fe,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Comparison of a measured [40] and sum of calculated M1-
radiation SLO model (dotted curve) with E1-radiation SLO (dash-dot-
dotted curve), GLO (dash-dotted curve), and EGLO models (dashed
curve) RSFs, as well as the sum (solid curve) of the M1 component
including the upbend to zero energy (short dotted curve) and EGLO,
for 56Fe nucleus, and b cross sections for (p, γ ) and (p, n) reactions on
55Mn, measured [39], evaluated [42], and calculated using the above-
mentioned E1 radiation RSF models and curves for the former; uncer-

tainties correspond to a E1-radiation EGLO/GDR parameters (light-
gray band) and, in addition, for the M1-radiation upbend (orange band),
and b the above-mentioned RSF uncertainties (orange band), for (p, γ )

reaction, and 55Fe levels and NLD parameter uncertainties (light-gray
band) for (p, n) reaction. The s-wave average radiation widths Γγ (in
meV) are either deduced from systematics [41] or correspond to M1
and each of above-mentioned E1 models

and aV = 0.463+0.01E up to 20 MeV for 58Ni. A final val-
idation of the additional energy–dependent aV was obtained
for Ni isotopes of interest for this work, by analysis of the
available (p, γ ) and (p, n) reaction data up to Ep ∼ 12 MeV
(Fig. 4 of [52]), the other HF parameters being the same as
in the rest of the previous as well as present work.

Consequently the same modified OMP has been used in
this work for Fe isotopes. On the other hand, the enlarged
incident-energy range for (p, n) reaction on 61,64Ni in the
present work (Sect. 3) led only to a minor change of the local
parameter sets for 60,64Ni [48]. Thus, the energy-dependent
aV = 0.463 + 0.004E up to 50 MeV has been used within
the analysis of the above-mentioned reaction. Discussion of
the corresponding calculated cross sections is given in the
following section.

Cu isotopes made the object of a similar analysis in the
meantime [28], to validate the proton OMP within an analy-
sis of quite accurate (α, x) data at lowest energies, where x
stands for γ , n, and p. Following the results shown in Fig. 1
of Ref. [28], the same local OMP [56] has been used also in
this work.

Mn isotopes have been additionally concerned in the
present work due to the scarce related σR data [55] and the
well-known anomalies of proton OMP within these energies
and mass range [57]. Thus, an analysis of the (p, γ ) and
(p, n) reaction cross sections was carried out for 55Mn tar-
get nucleus and incident energies below ∼ 10 MeV, with the
results shown in Fig. 2b. The corresponding HF calculations
were obviously carried out using the same input parameters

as in the rest of this work and the similar ones for Cu [28]
and Zn [20] isotopes. While more details are given below for
the analysis of the RSF also shown in Fig. 2a, a rather good
agreement has been obtained using the proton OMP global
parameters [48]. This result is particularly obvious for the
(p, γ ) reaction below the (p, n) reaction effective threshold,
where its cross section is closest to σR .

One may also note that the NLD parameter uncertainty
related to the limits of the fitted Dexp

0 and low–lying levels of
55Fe (Table 1) provides no significant effect on the calculated
(p, n) cross sections. Therefore the OMP global parameters
[48] have been used for protons on Mn isotopes in this work.

2.3 γ -ray strength functions

Measured RSF and average s-wave radiation widths Γγ [41]
data have already been largely used for the suitable account
of γ -ray transmission coefficients for compound nuclei (CN)
with A ≥ 60 [28]. Nevertheless, the isotopes 56,57Fe are
most significant for the present work, because of an unex-
pected RSF upbend to zero energy was firstly discovered
for them [58]. However, despite more detailed studies of
additionally related data ([59] and Refs. therein), there is
not yet an unique parametrization for these nuclei. There-
fore, firstly, we have adopted the recently-compiled [60,61]
giant dipole resonance (GDR) parameters within the former
Lorentzian (SLO) [62], generalized Lorentzian (GLO) [63],
and enhanced generalized Lorentzian (EGLO) [64] models
for the electric-dipole RSF. The constant nuclear tempera-
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ture T f = 1.2 MeV of the final states [65] was particularly
assumed within the EGLO model.

Then, the SLO model has been used for the M1 radi-
ation, with the global [41] GDR energy and width, i.e.
E0 = 41/A1/3 MeV and Γ0 = 4 MeV. The related peak
cross section σ0 = 2 mb has been assumed at once with the
above-mentioned T f value in order to describe the RSF data
[40] around the M1 peak as shown in Fig. 2a. Moreover,
an additional M1 upbend to zero energy has been described
by the function fup(Eγ ) = Cexp(−ηEγ ), with the param-
eter value η = 0.8 MeV−1 and limits C = (1 − 3) × 10−8

MeV−3 [72] [orange band in Fig. 2a]. The RSF data are
notably underestimated below ∼ 2 MeV (see also [72]) while
a better trend is provided in comparison with the sum of the
SLO for M1 radiation and either SLO or GLO models for
the E1 radiation.

There is shown in the same figure the uncertainty propaga-
tion of the electric-dipole GDR parameter σ0 = (147 ± 5.4)

mb [60] and M1 upbend parameter C on the RSF energy
dependence. While the former is important mainly above the
nucleon binding energy but yet within the RSF-data errors,
the latter is obviously essential below Eγ ∼ 5 MeV. Never-
theless the final propagation of the RSF uncertainty on the
calculated (p, γ ) reaction cross sections corresponds to vari-
ations well within the data spreading as well as the effects
due to various electric-dipole RSF models.

On the other hand, a comparison of the systematic estima-
tion [41,59] and calculated Γγ values corresponding to the
three electric-dipole RSF models, as well as to addition of
the M1 upbend to the EGLO model, is also shown in Fig. 2a.
Obviously, it provides an increased support to the latest E1
model.

Therefore, the present results of RSF data analysis for 56Fe
and related uncertainty propagation on calculated reaction
cross sections strengthen the previous RSF approach for A ≥
60 (Fig. 2 of Ref. [28]).

Use of the above-mentioned electric-dipole RSF models
is also discussed in Sect. 3 for proton-induced reactions on
61,64Ni while the corresponding RSFs are shown in Fig. 3.
There is an obvious difference between the measured RSF
data that are smaller for 62Cu [66] than for 65Cu [68]. We have
described it within the EGLO model using different values
of the constant nuclear temperature T f . Thus, 0.7 MeV has
been considered for 62Cu, as for Zn isotopes [28], but 1.2
MeV for 65Cu. However, the agreement of the measured and
our calculated RSF values has been considered at once with
that for Γγ values that are also shown in Fig. 3. Actually, it is
of interest to look for the effects on calculated cross sections
in Sect. 3 of the possible RSF uncertainty between the results
of EGLO and GLO models, for 62Cu, and EGLO and SLO
models, for 65Cu.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the sum of calculated γ -ray strength functions
of the E1 and M1 radiations for 62,65Cu nuclei, using the SLO (dash-
dot-dotted curves), GLO (dash-dotted curves), and EGLO (solid curves)
models for E1 radiations, and SLO model for M1 radiations; s-wave
average radiation widths Γγ (in meV) are either deduced from system-
atics [41] or correspond to M1 and each of above-mentioned E1 models.
There are also shown the measured dipole γ -ray strength functions for
61,62Cu [66], 63Cu [67], 64Cu [44], 65Cu [68], 64,66Zn [69], 69Ga [70],
and 76Ge nuclei [71]

2.4 Pre-equilibrium emission modeling

The Geometry-Dependent Hybrid (GDH) model [73], gener-
alized through inclusion of the angular-momentum and parity
conservation [74] and knockout α-particle emission based on
a pre-formation probability ϕ [2], has been involved within
STAPRE-H95 code to provide the PE contribution to the
results of the present work. It includes also a revised version
of the advanced particle-hole level densities (PLD) [75,76]
using the linear energy dependence of the single-particle level
density [77]. The particular energy dependence of the PE
contribution within this approach, that is discussed at large
in Sec. III.B.5 of Ref. [78] for neutron-induced reactions on
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Mo isotopes, is thus fully appropriate also to this work. The
central-well Fermi energy value F = 40 MeV has been used,
while the local-density Fermi energies corresponding to var-
ious partial waves (e.g., Fig. 4 of Ref. [78]) were provided
within the local density approximation by the same OMP
parameters given in Sect. 2.2.

3 PE + HF results and discussilon

The PE+HF results corresponding to use of the consistent
parameter set mentioned above (Sect. 2) are compared in
the following with measured cross sections of low-energy
proton- and neutron-induced reactions leading to excited Fe,
Co, Cu, and Zn isotopes. A particular attention will be payed
to the recent data, e.g., [22–27]. The aim is to ascertain either
the account of the α-particle emission by the α-particle OMP
[14] or eventual questions that may still need further consid-
eration. Nevertheless, the suitable description of all available
data for competitive reaction channels is firstly concerned,
in order to avoid less accurate parameter-error compensation
effects.

3.1 Fe isotopes de–excitation

The Fe isotopes and particularly the more abundant 54,56Fe
are among the best studied nuclei also for the neutron-
induced reactions (e.g., [79] and Refs. therein). There are,
however, still open question motivating quite useful recent
studies as, e.g., [25–27,49]. Moreover, there are interesting
issues related to the neutron magic number N = 28 of 54Fe
as the striking difference between the (n, p) excitation func-
tions for the target nuclei 54,56Fe. On the other hand, there are
recently measured essential cross sections for populations of
the first three discrete levels of the even-even residual nucleus
54Cr by (n, α) reaction on 57Fe [24]. Their suitable descrip-
tion by model calculations is therefore a key test of the model
assumptions and performance.

3.1.1 55Fe de–excitation

The (n, p) reaction large cross sections for this semi-magic
target nucleus provides from the beginning an useful check of
the proton optical potential. Thus, no NLD effects, including
an uncertainty of the low–lying levels, can be seen in Fig. 4a
until an incident energy of ∼ 5 MeV.

The accuracies assumed for the number of low–lying lev-
els and level density parameter a of the residual nucleus 54Mn
are then leading to an uncertainty of up to ∼ 10% that may
explain also the variance of the TALYS and TENDL-2019
results. The last comment concerns firstly the broad plateau
of the (n, p) excitation function, the NLD effects remaining
constant for higher incident energies while the PE contri-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Comparison of measured [39], evaluated [42] (short-dashed
curves), and calculated TALYS-1.9 (short-dotted), and this work (solid)
cross sections of neutron–induced reactions on 54Fe, with c alternate use
of α-particle OMP [15] in HF (dash-dotted curve) and both HF+GDH
(dashed) calculations; uncertainty bands correspond to error bars of Nd ,
and either LD parameter a or Dexp

0 (Table 1) of residual nuclei a 54Mn,
b 53Fe (orange band) and, in addition, 54Fe (gray band), and (c) 51Cr
(orange band), as well as for GDH α-particle pre-formation probability
ϕ = 0.20 ± 0.05 (gray band)
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bution increases. Nevertheless, even the PE cross sections
depend on the a values through the related PLDs [75,76],
so that the good agreement of our calculated results and the
available data does support the present approach.

The (n, 2n) reaction excitation function shown in Fig. 4b
has firstly been affected by the NLD of the residual nucleus
54Fe, along its increasing side. The level density parameter a
of this nucleus, with no resonance data, has also been fixed by
the smooth-curve method [47], with an accuracy that leads
to uncertainties of calculated cross sections close to 10%.

Once the continuum of the final residual nucleus 53Fe
starts to be populated at higher incident energies, it becomes
visible an effects mixture of the two NLDs. While the NLD
uncertainty of only 53Fe has led to one of ∼ 7% for the cross
sections at the top of the (n, 2n) excitation function, the addi-
tion of that for 54Fe increased the one for cross sections up
to ∼ 18%. Unfortunately, the discrepancy between the only
two data sets as well as the TALYS and TENDL results is
even higher at incident energies above 19 MeV. Nevertheless,
the rest of more recent data are well described by the results
of the present work as well as all data by taking into account
the NLD total uncertainties.

The (n, α) reaction analysis has taken the advantage of
confidence in the above-proved suitable account of the main
nucleon-emission channels. Unfortunately, the HF + PE
results of this work are underestimating notably the recent
accurate data [25–27] as shown in Fig. 4c below an incident
energy of 11 MeV. On the contrary, there is also an overesti-
mation above ∼ 17 MeV but with respect to only one earlier
data set.

The residual nucleus 51Cr has the advantage of known res-
onance data [41]. Taking into account the knowledge limits
of a medium value of its s-wave nucleon-resonance spacings
Dexp

0 (Table 1) as well as an uncertainty of 2 levels for the
low-lying level number Nd , it results an uncertainty band
of the calculated (n, α) cross sections that becomes signif-
icant at incident energies higher than 12–13 MeV. A larger
one, that increases with energy and covers indeed all data
but only above 14–15 MeV (Fig. 4c), corresponds to the
assumed limits of the GDH α-particle pre-formation prob-
ability ϕ = 0.20 ± 0.05. Such stretched limits have been
considered due to missing of certain (see Sect. 4.2) mea-
sured α-emission spectra that are usually analyzed in order
to obtain reliable values of this PE parameter [2,80,81]; they
are also related to an average between a formerly found range
0.09–0.2 in the 27 ≤ A ≤ 123 region [82], and further ϕ-
values of 0.25–0.3 [83,84]. Nevertheless, the NLD and PE
effects are shown firstly to prove that only the α-particle OMP
is the main HF parameter within the energy range ≤ 12 MeV
where the most recent and precise (n, α) data remain truly
under-predicted.

On the other hand, the α-particle OMP [14] that was
used within both HF and PE model calculations, has firstly

been replaced by [15] for calculation of α-particle transmis-
sion coefficients involved in HF calculations. Then the same
replacement concerned also the corresponding PE intranu-
clear transition rates within the generalized GDH model
[74]. The former replacement provides the agreement already
found below ∼ 10 MeV [15] but an overestimation over 20%
around the incident energy of 16 MeV. Actually this enlarge-
ment is twice that corresponding to the upper limit of ϕ,
becoming similarly with the PE increase , i.e. above 18 MeV.
The latter replacement had no effect at the lower energies,
where PE mechanism is not yet effective and even not con-
sidered in Ref. [15] that concerned incident energies ≤ 10
MeV. However, a significant cross-section increase follows
at higher energies, becoming even twice the former for the
excitation function maximum at ∼ 16 MeV

Therefore, a consistent analysis over the whole energy
range of this (n, α) excitation function proves substantial
underestimation by α-particle OMP [14] that is removed by
the OMP [15] at the price of a large overestimation for the
maximum at ∼ 16 MeV. It should be noted that the latter
disagreement can not be compensated by either NLD or PE
effects within consistent limits.

3.1.2 57Fe de–excitation

The inelastic scattering of neutrons on 56Fe was the object
of extensive studies while there are especially more recent
and high-resolution measurements [85–87] which should be
considered within any further model analysis. This issue is
particularly essential for the present work due to the modified
neutron OMP (Sect. 2.2.1) whereas the recent studies used
the Koning–Delaroche [48] potential.

The recent total inelastic neutron–scattering data are com-
pared in Fig. 5a with the latest evaluation [42] and calcu-
lations with TALYS-1.9 default options and present work.
There are shown also our results for the population of the
first excited at 847 keV since its measured γ -decay was used
together with TALYS predictions to derive the total neutron-
scattering cross sections [86]. The calculated values of this
ratio are decreasing from 1, at the incident energies of 3 MeV,
to ∼ 0.92 between the excitation function top around 5 MeV
and ∼ 11 MeV, and around 0.95 above 13 MeV.

Actually, the agreement of our calculated results and the
recent data shown in Fig. 12 of Beyer et al. [87] is better along
the increasing side of this excitation function, due to a correc-
tion for the γ -ray angular distribution that causes a reduction
of the available data [85] by up to 30%. On the other hand,
the larger calculated cross sections at higher energies are not
related to NLD effects of 56Fe nucleus, which correspond to
an uncertainty band within ≤ 4%.

The (n, 2n) reaction excitation function shown in Fig. 5b
proves a good agreement with the newest measured data
except the last point just above 20 MeV. The fast decrease
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 As Fig. 4 but for 56Fe target nucleus, additionally with a inelas-
tic scattering, total (solid curve) and for the first excited at 847 keV
(dashed curve), d use of only α-particle OMP [14] within HF + GDH

model calculations of the (n, α) reaction (short-dash-dotted curve), and
both OMPs [14,15] for the total α emission (solid curve)

with energy of the two data sets available in this energy range
data seems however unphysical. The NLD effects for both the
residual nucleus 55Fe and 56Fe, in addition and also shown
for the inelastic scattering on the first excited state in Fig. 5a,
are below 4%.

The (n, p) reaction excitation function is shown in Fig. 5c,
with so much changed behavior regarding the same reaction
on 54Fe. This is due to the magic N number of the lighter
isotope as well as the isotopic effect of (n, p) and (n, α)

reaction cross-sections, of decreasing with the isotope mass
increase [88]. On the other hand, it has most recently been
proved by Nobre et al. [89] as an ideal mechanism to probe
the NLD of 56Fe and 56Mn. Their starting point has been
that NLD parameters which describe reasonably well Nd and
Dexp

0 data do not necessarily lead to consistent calculated
cross-section agreements at the precision level required in
evaluations. They finally established additional experimental

constrains on NLD through quantitative correlations between
reaction cross sections and NLD.

The uncertainty bands in Fig. 5c go along the same line
as [89]. We have also paid due attention to the suitable fit of
Nd and Dexp

0 data, however with higher fitted Nd (Table 1)
but also close to numbers of levels considered within com-
plete level schemes in RIPL-3 [41]. Then, while the cross-
section uncertainty bands corresponding to the NLD uncer-
tainties of 55,56Fe play a minor role in the understanding of
eventual lower agreement between measured and modeling
(n, n′) data, the (n, p) case is quite different. The NLD uncer-
tainty for 56Mn had indeed no effect at incident energies ≤ 9
MeV, whereas the agreement of data and model results has
confirmed the related low-lying level schemes and nucleon
OMPs.

Next, this uncertainty band becomes around or even larger
than 15%, i.e. more than 5 times the experimental errors
around the excitation-function maximum. Moreover, a suit-
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able agreement with recent data has been obtained using NLD
parameters that correspond to a D0 value close to the higher
limit of Dexp

0 . Thus, only a rather low NLD, yet compatible
with this experimental data, has been confirmed by analysis
of the measured reaction cross sections.

The α-particle emission excitation function analysis, in
the absence of available data only for (n, α) reaction, con-
cerns more data sets corresponding to natFe target. However,
the data for incident energies < 15 MeV stand for (n, α) reac-
tion, and include the recent work that have risen questions
yet unanswered [25,27].

While this analysis has followed the above-mentioned
check of nucleon OMPs and important reaction channels
within its energy range, a large underestimation of the exper-
imental data at neutron energies of 8–12 MeV is apparent in
Fig. 5d. There is also a lower underestimation around 14.1
MeV [90], in the limit of twice the data standard deviation
(σ ). The related α-emission angular distributions and angle-
integrated spectrum are discussed in Sect. 4.

The uncertainty bands are shown firstly with regard to
the Dexp

0 limits, and then in addition to those of Nd , fitted
to obtain the NLD parameters of the residual nucleus 53Cr
(Table 1). It is thus obvious that effects of Nd uncertainty
exist just above the neutron energy of 10 MeV, and yet minor
for other 2–3 MeV. Only then would they be similar to data
errors but around calculated cross sections which are still
well below the measured values. The effects due to the Dexp

0
uncertainty become also visible, and either equal with the
former above 15 MeV, or dominant around 20 MeV. Never-
theless, the NLD uncertainty band is matching the measured
data at incident energies >14 MeV while the case is entirely
different at lower energies and needs further attention.

3.1.3 58Fe de–excitation

The inelastic scattering of neutrons on 57Fe being recently
analyzed to a large extent [91], its first discussion is also
essential for this work. We have used in this respect also
the modified neutron OMP (Sect. 2.2.1) for 56Fe, with the
results shown in Fig. 6a. The good agreement of our calcu-
lated results and measured data around the neutron energy
of 1 MeV is most important for the rest of the model anal-
ysis, as a validation of the neutron competition within CN
de-excitation. At higher energies this agreement is in the 2σ

limit.
The (n, 2n) reaction excitation function provides, on the

basis of the same recent and accurate work [91], also a good
agreement except the latest two points just above 16 MeV
(Fig. 6b). The overestimation of these data are obviously
smaller than results of TALYS default results and particularly
the latest TENDL-2019 evaluation. The NLD effects for the
residual nuclei 56Fe and 57Fe in addition, also shown for the
(n, 2n) reaction to the first excited–state population, are even

lower than for the same reaction on the even-even nucleus
56Fe (Fig. 5b).

The (n, p) reaction excitation function, shown in Fig. 6c,
may additionally confirm it as an ideal mechanism to probe
the residual-nuclei NLD [89]. The uncertainty bands in
Fig. 6c correspond just to fitted limits of Nd and either Dexp

0
data of 57Fe, or average a-value for 57Mn. They prove the
usefulness of resonance data availability, making possible an
uncertainty band three times narrower. On the other hand
one may note that the NLD uncertainties of the two resid-
ual nuclei act in opposite ways on the (n, p) reaction cross
sections. Therefore, possible systematic errors of the NLD
parameters may lead to less wide uncertainty bands of the
calculated (n, p) cross sections, which remain thus half-way
between the more recent data sets with so large error bars.

The (n, α) reaction analysis may concern only but essen-
tial measured cross sections for populations of the ground
state (g.s.) and first two excited states at 0.835 and 1.824
MeV, respectively, of the even-even residual nucleus 54Cr at
neutron energies between 5 and 6.5 MeV [24]. There are also
two additional points added quite recently to the correspond-
ing total (n, α) reaction cross sections between 4 and 5 MeV
[26], in addition to the former energies. Unfortunately, above
5.5 MeV the two data sets are not consistent while the par-
tial data make possible at least their excitation-dependence
analysis as shown in Fig. 6d.

The great advantage of these data consists in their model
analysis free of any NLD as well as PE effects. Once the trans-
mission coefficients for the eventual open reaction channels
are already checked, as within present work, the calculated
cross sections are actually given by the α-particle OMP. This
is proved also by the calculated fraction of the three partial
cross-section sum to the total cross section including the pop-
ulation of the upper states. It goes from 98%, at the incident
energy of 5 MeV, to 90% at 6.5 MeV. Actually, we used this
ratio to get the total (n, α) cross sections corresponding to
the sum of the partial data measured by Gledenov et al. [24]
and shown in Fig. 6d. These values are however lower than
those in Table II of [24] by only 3–7%.

Thus we have found that the total as well as partial cross
sections are well described up to ∼ 5.5 MeV using the OMP
of Rev. [14]. At the neutron energies of 6 and 6.5 MeV there is
an agreement only for the partial cross sections for the second
excited state, while the other partial data are underestimated.
The calculated total (n, α) cross sections at these energies are
just between the two data sets [24,26]. On the other hand, the
calculation results using the OMP [15] are obviously larger
by a factor of two, with reference to the measured data and
results of using the potential [14]. Then, the measured data
[24] are just between the calculated results using the two
OMPs [14,15]. It is thus apparent the additional attention
that should concern both measurement and analysis works.
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 6 As Fig. 4 but for 57Fe target nucleus, additionally with b total
(thin solid curve) and first 2+ excited-state population (thick solid state)
cross sections of (n, 2n) reaction, and d total (solid curves) and par-
tial cross sections for population of the ground state (dashed curves),
first (dash-dotted curves) and second (dash-dot-dotted curves) excited

states, calculated using the α-particle OMPs of Rev. [14] (thick curves)
and Rev. [15] (thin curves), respectively; total (n, α) cross sections for
Gledenov∗ et al. [24] correspond to the sum of their measured partial
data times our calculated ratio of the total cross section to the sum of
the three states

3.2 60Co de-excitation

Following the above-mentioned detailed study of neutron-
induced reactions on 59Co [53], only an additional analysis
of the α-particle emission has been carried on in the present
work. It has been motivated by the earlier need to adjust the
α-particle OMP [15] by fit of (n, α) measured cross sections
within several MeV above the effective reaction threshold.
No such action has presently been necessary, the use of OMP
[14] leading to a good description of entire (n, α) excitation
function shown in Fig. 7. This includes the data measured
in the meantime at energies where there are no NLD effects
illustrated by the corresponding uncertainty band.

On the other hand, the use of the NLD parameters given
in Table 1 has been of a particular interest because of the
same residual nucleus for reactions 59Co(n, α)56Mn and for-

merly discussed 56Fe(n, p)56Mn. The cross-section uncer-
tainty bands corresponding to the NLD effects have similar
shapes and the agreement with the measured data is provided
by the NLD parameters that correspond to a D0 value close
to the higher limit of its experimental value, i.e. NLD values
close to the lowest values yet compatible with the resonance
data.

The calculated cross-section uncertainty bands related to
the assumed uncertainties of the NLD and PE, respectively,
can be also compared in Fig. 7. The latter has been considered
to be given by half of the low value ϕ = 0.04 of the α-particle
pre-formation probability, at variance with the average value
0.20 assumed for 54,56Fe target nuclei in Sect. 3.1. However,
this low ϕ value corresponds to a good agreement of calcu-
lated and measured cross sections, α-emission angular dis-
tributions, and angle-integrated spectrum [92–94] (Sect. 4).
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Fig. 7 As Fig. 4c but for 59Co target nucleus and reversed colors of
the uncertainty bands

Thus, the PE uncertainty becomes half of the one related
to the NLD parameters only around the excitation function
maximum, but larger above the neutron energy of 18 MeV.
A good agreement there is also at these energies between the
calculated and more recently measured cross sections while
the others are within the uncertainty band due to PE effects.

Unlike 54Fe case, replacement of the α-particle OMP [14]
by the earlier one [15], firstly in HF calculations and then also
within PE approach, has led to a notable overestimation even
from the neutron energy of ∼ 6 MeV. Only the additional
effect within PE account has been smaller due to the much
lowerα-particle pre-formation probability for theα-emission
from the excited odd–odd nucleus 60Co.

Actually, the only data set available for the former analysis
was overestimated even at that time. On the other hand, that
analysis concerned firstly the major role of the low-lying dis-
crete levels (Fig. 2 of [15]), which was not really the case of
the residual odd-odd nucleus 56Mn. Nevertheless, the good
results provided by use of the OMP [14] even in these con-
ditions should be kept in mind.

3.3 Cu isotopes de-excitation

The α-particle emission by de-excitation of the same nucleus
excited through neutron– as well as proton–induced reac-
tions would answer entirely the question [21] concerning an
eventual difference between the OMPs being able to describe
them. Because of no experimental data for such case, the next
option has been the same analysis for various isotopes pop-
ulated by the two distinct reactions. Incident either neutrons
on Cu or protons on Ni isotopes provides the first object of
this comparative study.

3.3.1 (n, α) reactions: 64,66Cu de–excitation

The above-mentioned detailed study of neutron-induced
reactions on Cu isotopes [52] makes useful in the following
only an additional analysis of the α-emission. In a similar
way to the involvement [53] of the earlier OMP [15] within
(n, α) reaction on 59Co, a decrease of the real well diffuse-
ness [15] was used in order to obtain the agreement with data
even at lower incident energies.

On the contrary, no change of OMP [14] parameters has
been necessary to obtain a good agreement with the data
available for both target nuclei 63,65Cu (Fig. 8). This agree-
ment concerns firstly the feeding of the low-lying levels,
within the several MeV above the effective reaction thresh-

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 As Fig. 7 but for 63,65Cu target nuclei
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olds. Then, a similar agreement has also been found around
the cross-section maxima and with the data available for 63Cu
at higher energies.

Thus, an uncertainty band corresponding to the error bar
of the available Dexp

0 value for the residual nucleus 60Co
(Table 1) has risen up to ∼ 10% at incident energies of 13–14
MeV. It decreases for higher energies but yet in contact with
especially recent measured data. On the other hand, there is
only one measured data set for 65Cu target nucleus, below
the excitation function top, and even somehow scattered. The
assumed accuracy for the level density parameter a, given by
the smooth-curve method, has led to a larger uncertainty band
of the calculated cross sections, that seems to cover all these
data.

The above-mentioned agreement especially with the more
recent data at higher energies [53] has corresponded to a low
value ϕ = 0.06 of the α-particle pre-formation probability,
so close to that found also for 59Co target nucleus. We have
taken into account again its 50% variation in order to estimate
the calculated data uncertainty band related to PE effects.
It resulted to be rather similar to those related to the NLD
effects for both target nuclei up to ∼ 15 MeV, while the PE
effects become dominant at higher energies. Nevertheless,
the α-particle OMP [14] provides an accurate account of
data available for both Cu isotopes, additional data for 65Cu
being eventually quite useful.

3.3.2 (p, α) reactions: 62,65Cu de–excitation

The key analysis of this section has been that of the reaction
64Ni(p, α)61Co, following the pioneering work of Qaim et al.
[83]. However, the consistent analysis of all available data for
various reaction channels and isotopes has been an essential
condition, i.e. including the target nucleus 61Ni.

62Cu de − exci tation

The (p, γ ) reaction analysis makes possible a confirmation
of nucleon OMPs mentioned in Sect. 2.2. Thus, one may see
in Fig. 9a that the proton-capture cross sections at the lowest
proton energies ≤ 1.3 MeV, where they are equal to σR , are
smaller by even a factor of 2 if the modified proton OMP [48]
is taken into account. Then, there are rather equal proton-
OMP and GLO-model RSF effects, at incident energies just
below 3 MeV, where the neutron-emission is not yet open.
While these effects have led to a cross-section increase higher
than 50%, the use of the SLO-model RSF may add another
similar increase, in close relation to the RSFs behavior in
Fig. 3. Fortunately there are rather recent data which support
well the present results.

The (p, n) reaction measured data are most important for
validation of the proton OMP. A better agreement especially
with the more recent data in Fig. 9b is given by a 10–20%
decrease of the calculated cross sections following the use

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9 As Fig. 7 but for proton-induced reactions on 61Ni, with addi-
tional calculated cross sections corresponding to the alternate use of a
the SLO (dash-dot-dotted curves) and GLO (dash-dotted curves) RSF
models for E1 radiations, and a, b Koning–Delaroche nucleon OMPs
[48] (short dash-dotted curves)
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of modified OMP [48]. It is thus increased the confidence in
the presently calculated cross sections.

The (p, α) reaction is characterized by the two measured
data sets shown Fig. 9c. They agree in the limits of rather
large error bars while the calculated cross sections using the
α-particle OMP [14] are in between them up to the proton
energy of ∼ 12 MeV. There are also changes but yet below
4% of the cross sections calculated using alternately the pro-
ton OMPs [48,52].

At higher energies the agreement remains only with the
larger measured data even taking into account the uncertainty
band due to the assumed accuracy of Nd and a value obtained
by the smooth-curve method for the residual nucleus 58Co.
This band has a width up to ∼ 25% of calculated results,
being yet around twice that due to PE effects at the proton
energy of 20 MeV. The latest has been assumed for a change
close to half of the α-particle pre-formation probability ϕ =
0.05. The so low ϕ value, actually just in between those for
the neutron-induced reactions on 59Co and 63,65Cu, has led
to calculated cross sections at proton energies ≥ 15 MeV that
are already larger than the only one existing data set. Maybe
additional measurements at these energies could provide a
better understanding of this reaction.

Nevertheless, because there are neither NLD nor PE
effects below the proton energy of ∼ 10 MeV, the validation
of the α-particle OMP [14] is obvious. An alternate consider-
ation of the OMP [15] increases the calculated cross sections
by ∼ 50% at above-mentioned proton energy of ∼ 10 MeV
and yet around 35% at the excitation-function maximum. On
the other hand, one may note that this α-particle OMP effect
match at higher energies the uncertainty band due to NLD
accuracy. So, a real mixture of parameter uncertainties may
occur above the incident energy of 20 MeV, making possible
meaningful conclusions on them only at lower energies.

65Cu de–excitation

The (p, γ ) reaction analysis presents interesting similarities
as well as differences from the same reaction on 61Ni. First,
the same is the role of the modified proton OMP [48] on
proton-capture cross sections at incident energies just below
∼ 2.4 MeV, where the neutron-emission is not yet open. On
the other hand, the already-discussed quite different RSFs
for 62,65Cu provide a fully changed case for higher energies
as shown in Fig. 10a.

The RSF values given by the EGLO model in between the
lower GLO and higher SLO ones, above the γ -ray energy of
∼ 2 MeV, provide a similar order of the corresponding cap-
ture cross sections. A better agreement with the most recent
data is given by the GLO model below the proton energy
of ∼ 3 MeV, i.e. around the excitation function maximum.
The differences between the calculated capture cross sec-
tions could be considered as a calculation uncertainty band
yet within less than 10%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10 As Fig. 9 but for 64Ni target nucleus, with c additional calcu-
lated cross sections corresponding to the alternate use of the α-particle
OMP of Ref. [19] (dotted curve), and in addition the neutron OMP [95]
(short-dotted curve)

Moreover, above this maximum, the best average agree-
ment corresponds to the EGLO-model RSF. Because of the
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spreading of also recently measured data, a real uncertainty
band due to the RSF models may have however the limits
corresponding to the SLO (upper) and GLO (lower) models.
Its relative width goes over 50%, rather similar to the more
recent data assembly.

The (p, n) reaction comparative analysis of the measured
and calculated data in Fig. 10b is again quite similar to that
for 61Ni target nucleus, taking additionally the advantage of
larger reaction cross section. The more recent data at proton
energies above 20 MeV provide also an increased validation
of the proton OMP as well as the PE account.

The (p, α) reaction is also characterized by the two mea-
sured data sets, shown in Fig. 10c, of which only one has
proper incident-energy error bars. It made however the object
of the deeper analysis by Qaim et al. [83], whose review has
been challenging in the light of progress in the field, in the
meantime.

First, by using the α-particle OMP [14], we found an obvi-
ous underestimation also at lower incident energies but par-
ticularly of 20–25% above 11 MeV. On the other hand, these
calculated cross sections are yet higher by ∼ 50% than Qaim
et al. HF + PE results. In order to understand this difference,
we have looked to eventual effects of the OMPs concerned
within Ref. [83]. Thus, use of the α-particle OMP of Ref.
[19] led to decrease of our results by less than 10%. How-
ever, the additional use of the neutron OMP [95] provides an
excitation function that is indeed rather close to the HF + PE
results of Qaim et al. [83].

The eventual difference between the HF + PE results of
Ref. [83] and ours, using their OMPs, can be well motivated
by that of the NLDs taken into account. Despite the use of
the same BSFG model, the NLD parameters for the residual
nucleus 61Co have been based on systematics, in the absence
of corresponding resonance data. Thus, in Fig. 10c is also
shown the uncertainty band of our calculated results, due to
the limits assumed for the Nd and a value of 61Co (Table 1). It
proves that there is no NLD effect up to ∼ 12 MeV, while then
its width is close to 40% of the excitation-function maximum.

Nevertheless, even if this uncertainty band comes near
the largest cross sections, there is still an apparent under-
estimation. At the same time, similarly to the case of 61Ni
target nucleus, PE effects become visible around ∼ 12 MeV.
They become only around half of the NLD ones at the cross-
sections maximum, and rather equal around 20 MeV.

Moreover, an alternate consideration of the OMP [15]
increases the question marks. Thus, it provides calculated
cross sections larger than the measured data [83] in the 2σ

limit. Therefore, further consideration of additional pickup
direct interaction leading to an increase of the α-emission
data beyond the HF + PE predictions [83] should be carefully
taken into account in order to establish the correct α-particle
OMP.

3.4 Zn isotopes de–excitation

The analysis of α-particle emission in neutron– as well
as proton–induced reactions has the advantage, for de-
excitation of Zn isotopes, of accurate data at low inci-
dent energies [22,23,26,96–98]. The α-particle OMP study
becomes thus less dependent by NLD and PE effects. There-
fore, incident either neutrons on Zn or protons on Cu isotopes
provides the second object of this comparative study.

Moreover, the recent analysis of α-particle induced reac-
tions on Ni isotopes around the Coulomb barrier [28] has just
proved their suitable description by means of the α-particle
OMP [14]. Therefore it is so motivating to check the accu-
racy of the same potential in the inverse reactions. At the
same time, there are useful also in the present work the cor-
responding consistent parameter set as well as several com-
peting reactions being already discussed therein Ref. [28].

3.4.1 (n, α) reactions: 65,68Zn de–excitation

The rather recent measured cross sections of the (n, α) reac-
tions on 64,67Zn, beyond the largest usefulness of quite low
incident energies, have the advantage of data available for
other reaction channels. The former analysis of these data
makes possible a valuable validation of their common model
parameters, to be firstly pointed out in the following.

65Zn de–excitation

The (n, p) reaction comparative analysis of the measured
and calculated data in Fig. 11a, making use of more recent
measurements, provide again an increased validation of the
proton OMP as well as the PE account. It seems that the worse
description of more recent data above the incident energy of
18 MeV is well compensated by the accurate account of the
the whole rest of the excitation function.

The (n, 2n) reaction analysis shown in Fig. 11b validates
firstly the neutron OMP and then also the PE account, within
incident–energy range below 20 MeV. While these energies
are of first interest for the present work, more data at higher
energies would be quite useful for the modeling support.

The (n, α) reaction is the first one with recent experi-
mental cross sections (Fig. 11c) corresponding to feeding of
only low-lying states. An agreement provided by the use of
α-particle OMP [14] has been found at the lowest incident
energy of ∼ 2.5 MeV, as well as at the higher one of 6.5
MeV [96]. However, in between there is an underestimation
around or even larger than 2σ . This is certainly not due to
NLD effects, the calculated cross-section uncertainty band
corresponding to the measured D0 limits for the residual
nucleus 61Ni becoming visible only above 9 MeV. A similar
case is that of the PE taken into account using an α-particle
pre-formation probability ϕ = 0.20±0.05, the related uncer-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 As Fig. 4 but for 64Zn target nucleus

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 As Fig. 6 but for (n, p) and (n, α) reactions on 67Zn

tainty band being twice the former but yet not significant at
6.5 MeV.

On the other hand, an alternate use of the OMP [15] is
followed by additional doubts. Thus, the corresponding cal-
culated results are two times larger than the measured point
at ∼ 2.5 MeV, and then larger by ∼ 50% from 4 MeV.

68Zn de–excitation

The (n, p) reaction has fortunately more recent data at inci-
dent energies between 1.6 and 6 MeV, as shown in Fig. 12a.
This is the energy range where there are available the α-
emission data, various model parameters being involved
within analysis of both reaction channels. The agreement
of the present model calculations with these data as well as
the data available at energies ≤ 14 MeV is quite good, while
at higher energies it is so with one of two inconsistent data
sets.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13 Comparison of measured [99] and calculated partial cross sec-
tions of (p, α) reaction on 63,65Cu and population of g.s. (solid curves)
and first excited state (dash-dotted curve), using the α-particle OMP of
Ref. [14], and the OMPs alternate use of either Ref. [15] for α-particles

(dashed curves), or [48] for protons (dash-dot-dotted curves); uncer-
tainty bands correspond to the error bars of s-wave average radiation
widths Γγ (in meV) deduced from systematics [41]

The (n, α) reaction partial cross sections for the g.s., first
excited state at 1.346 MeV, and higher states from 2.277
MeV, were firstly measured at the neutron energy of 6 MeV
[22] and, in addition, at 4 and 5 MeV [23]. The usefulness of
these data for the assessment of the α-particle OMP is that
already underlined for the same reaction on 57Fe [24,26].

The analysis results are similar however only for the
g.s. partial cross sections. The measured data trend is well
described by calculations using both OMPs [14,15], the for-
mer potential leading to an underestimation of ∼ 30%. The
usual greater values given by the latter potential [15] are in
agreement with the experimental values in this case. It seems
however that their decrease with the incident–energy increase
is faster than either the measured data or results given by the
former OMP [14].

Nevertheless, more ambiguous is the excitation function
slope between 4 and 6 MeV, given by α-particle OMPs [14,
15] at variance with the experimental one. The same is true
also for the TENDL-2019 evaluation, which actually used the
former potential. Therefore, additional work should concern
this issue, maybe also experimentally.

3.4.2 (p, α) reactions: 64,66Zn de–excitation

The analysis of the (p, α) reaction on 63,65Cu has taken the
advantage of the recent analysis of α-particle induced reac-
tions on Ni isotopes around the Coulomb barrier [28]. Thus,
the corresponding consistent parameter set as well as the
(p, γ ) and (p, n) competing reactions, of interest also in the
present work, have already been discussed. That is why in the
following we have taken into account their suitable descrip-

tion, formerly proved, and have straightforwardly proceeded
to (p, α) analysis.

Moreover, there are partial cross sections measured ear-
lier [99] for g.s. population of the residual even-even nuclei
60,62Ni and first excited state of 60Ni, at proton energies below
4.8 MeV (Fig. 13). The original study of Switkowski et al.
looked for (p, n) threshold effects that are quite different due
to a lower threshold of only 2.167 MeV for 65Cu, vs. 4.215
MeV for 63Cu. They found indeed a severe fall of the (p, γ )

and (p, α0) cross sections for 65Cu, at variance with the case
of higher threshold for 63Cu.

The previous analysis of proton-induced reactions on
63,65Cu [28] describe well the (p, n) threshold effect for the
(p, γ ) reaction on 65Cu, as well as the importance of using
improved proton OMP (Fig. 1 of [28]). In the present work we
found firstly worthy of note the effect of the alternate use of
the proton OMP of Koning-Delaroche [48] and its modified
version for low energies. Thus, this effect is rather normal
only for 65Cu, the former potential leading to larger (p, α)

cross sections above the (p, n) threshold, while it is absent
or even inverted just above the (p, α) threshold for 63Cu.

A different effect is also shown in Fig. 13 by the uncer-
tainty band corresponding to the error bars of s-wave aver-
age radiation widths Γγ deduced from systematics [41]. It
is minor for 63Cu but similar to the data error bars for 65Cu
below the (p, n) threshold. However, a contribution in this
respect has also the isotopic effect leading to (p, α) cross
sections lower by even an order of magnitude for the heavier
isotope.

We paid due attention to various effects as above-
mentioned in order to avoid any misinterpretation of the
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rather questionable comparison of the presently calculated
cross sections using the α-particle OMP [14], and the mea-
sured data. The best agreement has been obtained for the
excitation functions of first excited state of 60Ni as well as
60,62Ni g.s. within ∼ 1 MeV above the (p, α) threshold.
There is also a somewhat good account of the sound (p, n)

threshold effect for 65Cu, as well as of the weak one for 63Cu
just above 4.2 MeV. Otherwise, the (p, n) threshold effect
for 65Cu is followed by a rather constant underestimation.

On the other hand, the calculated cross sections using the
earlier α-particle OMP [15], larger by ∼ 30% than the former
results, show distinct cases for the two nuclei. Thus, except
several data points around the proton energy of 3 MeV, they
are overestimating the data for 63Cu but match the data for
65Cu above the (p, n) threshold effect. Unfortunately, even
Switkowski et al. [99] considered the resolution of their data
to be insufficient for a more detailed analysis.

Nevertheless, this analysis of (p, α) reaction on 63,65Cu
is pointing out that the measured data for the heavier isotope
could be also well described by [14] if an additional contribu-
tion would exist. This eventual addition would be negligible
for 63Cu, due to the isotopic effect, if it is rather similar for
both nuclei and as large as the difference between the mea-
sured and calculated values for 65Cu. These issues suggest
that a DI contribution is the one missing within modeling
work.

4 Pickup DI modeling

The due consideration of DI role within the α-emission in
both neutron– and proton–induced reactions is obviously
leading to an increase beyond the PE+HF predictions. More-
over, since the beginning of ’90s it is concluded that the
pickup instead of knockout has the main DI contribution to
the low-lying levels in (p, α) and (n, α) reactions ([2,80,100]
and Refs. therein). While this conclusion was achieved at
incident energies above 20 MeV, there were Qaim et al. [83]
extending it even around 10 MeV. However a better con-
nection of their phenomenological results to available spec-
troscopic data would be useful for an increased predictive
power.

The pickup contributions to (p, α) and (n, α) reactions
have been determined within the distorted wave Born approx-
imation (DWBA) formalism using the code FRESCO [32]
as well as the same above-mentioned particle OMPs. One–
step reaction has been considered through the pickup of
3H and 3He clusters, respectively. Moreover, the “specta-
tor model” [101,102] was involved, where the two trans-
ferred either neutrons or protons in (p, α) and (n, α) reac-
tions, respectively, are coupled to zero angular momentum
acting as spectators, while the transferred orbital (L) and
total (J ) angular momenta are given by the third, unpaired

nucleon of the transferred cluster. The prior form distorted–
wave transition amplitudes, and the finite–range interaction
have been considered. The p-3H as well as n-3He effective
interaction in the α particle are assumed to have a Gaussian
shape [100,103,104]:

Vr = −V0e
−(r/r0)2

, (1)

where r0 = 2 fm, and V0 is determined by fit of the binding
energies of 3H and 3He, respectively.

The three-nucleon transferred cluster bound states were
generated in a Woods–Saxon real potential [100,102–104]
with the depth adjusted to fit the separation energies in the tar-
get nuclei. The number of N nodes in the radial three-nucleon
cluster wave function was determined by the harmonic-
oscillator energy conservation rule [101,102]:

2N + L = Σ3
i=1[2(ni − 1) + li ], (2)

where ni and li are the single–particle shell–model state
quantum numbers. If the three nucleons are picked from
1 f 2p shell, in the present work on A ∼ 60 target nuclei,
then 2N + L = 9. Otherwise, if the unpaired nucleon is
picked from 2s1d shell, then 2N + L = 8, while if it is from
1g subshell, it follows that 2N + L = 10.

Nevertheless, the assessment of DI cross sections is sub-
ject to available information on spectroscopic factors for pop-
ulated states, outgoing particle angular distributions, or at
least differential cross–section maximum values.

4.1 64Ni(p, α)61Co

Our starting point on the pickup contribution to α-emission
in nucleon-induced reactions at low energies was the pio-
neering work of Qaim et al. [83]. In order to describe
64N(p, α)61Co reaction, they normalized the formerly cal-
culated semi-microscopic pickup contribution to account for
the measured data at 15 MeV. However, this normalization
depends notably on the preceding PE + HF calculated results.
Since these are quite different as shown in Sect. 3.3.2, we have
looked for absolute values by DWBA analysis using spectro-
scopic factors corresponding to the outgoing α-particle angu-
lar distributions reported at 15 MeV by Jolivette and Browne
[105], and at 30 MeV by Smits et al. [102].

Thus, for description of picked α-particle angular distribu-
tions (Figs. 14, 15) within “spectator model” [101,102], the
0+ g.s. of 64Ni target nucleus led to the transferred angular
momentum L being fully set by the residual 61Co final-state
spin and parity.

A particular note should concern the angular distributions
corresponding to 2.238 and 2.558 excited states of 61Co resid-
ual nucleus. The spectroscopic factors obtained through their
analysis at 15 MeV incident energy (Fig. 14) did not describe
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Fig. 14 Comparison of measured (solid circles) [105] and calculated
α-particle angular distributions of 64Ni(p, α)61Co pickup transitions to
states, with excitation energies in MeV, at incident energy of 15 MeV

Fig. 15 As Fig. 14 but for protons of 30 MeV [102] and additional sum
(solid) for doublets at 2.238, 2.558, 1.664 MeV (dashed), and 2.230,
2.571, 1.674 MeV (dash-dotted), respectively

the data at 30 MeV (Fig. 15). It became yet possible to
describe the data at 30 MeV by taking into account the exci-
tation of the doublets shown in Fig. 15. Finally, 19 states [38],
until the excitation energy of ∼ 5 MeV, have been taken into
account in the assessment of the pickup excitation function
in Fig. 16.

First, within 5–7 MeV above the effective (p, α) reaction
threshold, the DI pickup component is around half the CN one
but an order of magnitude larger than PE contribution. The
major role of DI pickup on low-lying residual states, at lower
incident energies, is thus proved while the PE component
increases with incident energy, becoming dominant above
15 MeV.

Second, the DI pickup inclusion is providing a suitable
description of the measured data at all energies. This point is
particularly notable below 10 MeV, where there is no effect
of nuclear level density (NLD) parameters as shown by the
related uncertainty bands.

Third, there is an obvious data agreement, within several
MeV above the effective (p, α) reaction threshold, for the
CN component given by the α-particle OMP of Ref. [15].

Fig. 16 As Fig. 10c but for PE + CN calculated values using α-particle
OMPs of Refs. [14] (dashed) and [15] (short-dash-dotted), and total PE
α-emission (dash-dot-dotted), DI pickup (dash-dotted), and sum (solid)

This fact may explain the former results found in this energy
range but without DI account [15].

On the other hand, comparison with (p, α) reaction on
61Ni (Fig. 9c) may evidence the CN isotopic effect of cross-
section decreasing with the isotope mass increase [88]. The
lower similar dependence of DI processes leads to increased
sensitivity of the (p, α) reaction on heavier isotope 64Ni to
the pickup contribution. At the same time, the larger cross
sections for the light isotope underline the difference between
predictions of the α-particle OMPs [14,15], and support bet-
ter the former one.

4.2 (n, α) reactions

There are scarce information with regard to the analysis of
pickup (n, α) reactions for A ∼ 60 target nuclei. Thus no
measured angular distribution of α particles from pickup
processes has been found for the (n, α) reactions within the
present work.

Consequently we carried out the pickup (n, α) cross-
sections calculations standing on the spectator role of the
picked proton pair [103,104], with the spectroscopic factors
given by Glendenning (Table II of Ref. [107]). At the same
time, the spectroscopic factors for the picked neutron, that
becomes thus responsible for the angular-momentum trans-
fer, have been obtained by angular-distribution analysis for
neutron pickup processes, as (3He, α), (d, t), and (p, d),
populating the same residual nuclei.
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Fig. 17 As Fig. 14 but for α-particle angular distributions of 52Cr(3He, α)51Cr pickup transitions, at incident energy of 25 MeV [106]

4.2.1 54Fe(n, α)51Cr

The pickup 54Fe(n, α)51Cr cross-section calculation was car-
ried out using the assumed spectator proton pair. Thus, the
transferred angular momentum L was uniquely determined
by the residual-nucleus final state. The Glendenning spectro-
scopic factor [107] corresponding to the transferred specta-
tor proton pair from the 1 f7/2 subshell was involved in the
DWBA analysis too.

The picked-neutron spectroscopic factors were obtained
from the comparison of the measured α-particle angular dis-
tributions [106] and the DWBA analysis of 54Fe(3He, α)51Cr
reaction, at 25 MeV incident energy, (Fig. 17). Thus, 36
excited states up to the excitation energy of 5.943 MeV
[106,108] have been considered for calculation of the DI
pickup component of the α–emission spectrum at 14.8 MeV
and 54Fe(n, α)51Cr excitation function that are discussed
below, at once with the similar ones for 56Fe target nucleus.

4.2.2 56Fe(n, α)53Cr

The above-described approach concerned also the pickup
56Fe(n, α)53Cr cross-section calculation, using the assumed
spectator proton pair and the transferred angular momen-
tum L determined by the residual state. Thus, the Glenden-

ning spectroscopic factor [107] corresponding to the trans-
ferred spectator proton pair from the 1 f7/2 subshell was also
involved in the DWBA analysis too.

The picked-neutron spectroscopic factors were obtained
from the comparison of the measured α-particle angular dis-
tributions [109] and DWBA results for 54Cr(3He, α)53Cr
reaction, at 30 MeV incident energy, (Fig. 18). Then, 18
excited states up to the excitation energy of 5.557 MeV [109–
111] were involved in calculation of 56Fe(n, α)53Cr pickup
excitation function. The same calculations concerned also the
analysis of α-emission angular distributions and an angle-
integrated spectrum at 14.1 MeV [90].

Actually, Fischer et al. [90] measured double-differential
α-emission spectra for 16 reaction angles ranging between
22o–165o, at the incident energy of 14.1 MeV. Because of
rather large statistical errors, results integrated over either
energy or angle were presented, as well as the corresponding
total α-emission cross section of the 56Fe(n, α) reaction also
shown in Fig. 5d. Comparison of calculated angular distri-
butions for the α-energy bins, within c.m. system, of 6–10
MeV, 10–12 MeV, and 12–14 MeV, and the Fischer et al. data
is shown in Fig. 19. In this respect, since the code STAPRE-
H95 [33] does not provide angular distributions, equivalent
forms a + b · cos2θ (with a and b values shown in the fig-
ure) were used instead of isotropic PE+CN calculated cross
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Fig. 18 As Fig. 14 but for α-particle angular distributions of
54Cr(3He, α)53Cr pickup transitions, at incident energy of 18 MeV
[109]

sections. While the related symmetry about 90o rather than
isotropy has been involved for the strongly overlapping CN
states [112,113], it corresponds also to the assumption of PE
states lifetime significantly longer than the single-particle
transit time across the nucleus [114,115].

Then, the above-mentioned pickup results were added to
the corresponding PE + CN component, as shown in Fig. 19.
First, the PE + CN component goes from a good agreement
with data at lower α-particle energies (6–10 MeV), to some
overestimation at higher energies (10–12 and 12–14 MeV).
Next, the relevant point is that the anisotropy of the mea-
sured distributions is well accounted by the present DI pickup
approach.

The most significant feature of the comparison of mea-
sured and calculated α-emission spectra (Fig. 20) is the sup-
ported DI-pickup contribution on lowest states. There is, on
the other hand, some spectra overestimation at the energies
just below the DI maxim, especially for 54Fe target nucleus.
It could be related to a rough attempt to transform 54Fe data
from laboratory system (lab) [116] to c.m. by an average shift
of 0.5 MeV to higher energies, which is however suggested
by the precise conversion for 56Fe [90] on the basis of numer-
ical data not presently available for other nuclei. At the same
time, the experimental total α-emission cross sections corre-
sponding to these energy spectra are among the lowest data
within the excitation functions in Fig. 21, so that their cal-
culated overestimation could be only apparent. All together,
one may also note an underestimation of the low-energy side,
while there are known question marks at α–particle energies
below ∼ 6 MeV, pointed out by Fischer et al. [90].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19 Comparison of measured [90] angular distributions for
56Fe(n, α) reaction and different α-energy bins in the c.m. system, of a
6–10 MeV, b 10–12 MeV, and c 12-14 MeV, and calculated values of the
pickup DI (dash-dotted), PE+CN (dashed) equivalent forms a+b·cos2θ

(dotted), and sum of the DI+PE+CN components (solid)

Nevertheless, the DI pickup contribution is improving the
description of these excitation functions except the energy
range below ∼ 12 MeV. The uncertainty bands related to
number of low-lying levels, NLD, and PE parameters have
already proved that none of their effects are in order at these
energies. Moreover, the above-mentioned best agreement
obtained for the angular distribution for α-energy bin of 6–10
MeV, at 14.1 MeV incident energy on 56Fe, is additionally
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(a) (b)

Fig. 20 Comparison of measured α-emission spectra from 14.1–14.8
MeV neutron-induced reactions on 54,56Fe [39,116], and calculated DI
pickup (dash-dotted curves), PE (dashed curves), CN first– (short-dash

curve) and second-emission (dotted curves) components at 14.8 and
14.2 MeV, respectively, and their sum (solid curve)

(a) (b)

Fig. 21 As Fig. 16 but for (n, α) reaction on 54,56Fe [39] and addi-
tionally calculated cross sections using TALYS-1.9 and its default
parameters [31] (short-dotted curves), like–GQR components (dash–

dot–dotted curves) added to DI + PE + CN (solid curves), and (b) for
(n, n′α) reaction (thin dashed curve) and total α-emission (solid curve)

supporting both the CN approach and the involved α-particle
OMP [14].

Following a former suggestion [13], we have assumed that
such reaction cross-section enhancement could be under-
stood as decay from giant resonances populated via neu-
tron capture. Although generally the decay of the GQR is
observed with nucleon emission ([7] and Refs. therein), it
has been shown ([12] and Refs. therein) that an apprecia-
ble non-statistical decay through α-emission can occur. This
assumption has been supported by the position of the extra
yield, beyond DI + PE + CN component sum, just at the
GQR energy EGQR = 65A−1/3 MeV [7], i.e. 17.092 and

16.89 MeV for 55,57Fe excited nuclei, respectively. There-
fore, we have obtained a fit of this extra yield by addition
of Gaussian distributions at EGQR , with FWHM widths of
2.35 and 3.54 MeV, and peak cross sections of 8 and 10 mb,
respectively (Fig. 21).

It is obvious that the widths of these Gaussian distri-
butions are much lower than the systematic ’best’ value
Γ = 85A−2/3 MeV (Fig. 14 of Ref. [7]). They are even
lower than the Γ = 17.5A−1/3 MeV dependence that seems
to describe better the inelastic hadron scattering data which
were obtained taking into account also other GRs [7]. Hence
we would call these components only like-GQR contribu-
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tions. Further conclusions on the physics behind this empir-
ical addition are not yet evident, while more similar cases to
be concerned may help. Nevertheless, a suitable account of
the measured (n, α) reaction and α-emission cross sections
(Fig. 21) is obtained by this additional like-GQR contribu-
tion which are larger than the DI pickup for incident energies
< 12 MeV.

4.2.3 57Fe(n, α)54Cr

The lack of α-particle angular-distribution data or spectro-
scopic factors for picked-neutron reactions, e.g., (p, d), (d, t)
or (3He, α) on 57Fe, makes possible only a qualitative esti-
mation of the related pickup (n, α) cross sections. We rely on
the likeness sequence of the first three low-lying sates of 54Cr
and 56Fe nuclei, having the same number 30 of neutrons, and
24 and 26, respectively, protons in the 1 f7/2 subshell. Thus,
we used for this specific reaction the neutron spectroscopic
factors reported by Daehnick et al. [117,118] from analysis
of 57Fe(d, t)56Fe pickup reaction, and Glendenning spectro-
scopic factor [107] corresponding to the transferred spectator
proton pair from 1 f7/2 subshell.

The consequently pickup cross sections obtained for the
three low-lying sates of 54Cr by (n, α) reaction on 57Fe are
shown in Fig. 22 in addition to the CN components given
formerly in Fig. 6d. While there is indeed an order of mag-
nitude between the two mechanism contributions, a slightly
improved trend is provided by the pickup consideration for
the g.s. and first excited state. Moreover, an agreement seems
to become possible in the case of the larger cross sections for
2+

1 excited state even at incident energies of 6 and 6.5 MeV.
It remains thus a significant underestimation at these ener-
gies only for the 0+ g.s. while a good agreement is already
provided for the 4+

1 excited state by CN mechanism.
Following the discussion on like–GQR contributions in

(n, α) reaction on 54,56Fe, a similar attempt has concerned
also the analysis of these data. Thus, their description can be
obtained by inclusion of a Gaussian distribution at EGQR =
16.792 MeV [7] for the excited nucleus 58Fe, with a FWHM
width of 2.35 MeV and a peak cross section of 1 mb (Fig. 23).
It results again a like-GQR component larger than the DI
pickup cross sections along the yet increasing side of the
former. Both of them are still minor but provide an increased
agreement with one of the two data sets. Nevertheless these
data sets, that are not consistent above the incident energy
of 6 MeV, make less certain any definite conclusion on a
possible like-GQR component within α-emission.

4.2.4 59Co(n, α)56Mn

Unfortunately, there is no spectroscopic information con-
cerning 56Mn population through pickup reactions as also
(p, d), (d, t), or (3He, α). Hence 56Mn excited states and

Fig. 22 As Fig. 6d but only for g.s. (firstly upper, then middle curves),
first (middle, then upper curves) and second (lowest curves) excited
states of 54Cr, and CN cross sections calculated using the α-particle
OMPs of Rev. [14] (dashed curves), DI pickup contributions (dash-
dotted curves), and CN+DI sum (solid curves)

Fig. 23 As Fig. 6d but only for total (n, α) reaction cross sections
[24,26], and additional like–GQR component (dash-dot-dotted curve)

spectroscopic factors for transitions to neutron-hole states
corresponding to the coupling of the 2p3/2 and 1 f5/2 neu-
tron outside of the magic N = 28 shell had to be somehow
covered.

Our tentative attempt in this respect concerned the use
of neutron spectroscopic factors from the 55Mn(d, p)56Mn
reaction analysis [117,119] and the spectator protons pair as
picked from 1 f7/2 subshell. And lastly, 27 excited states with
well-known Jπ and transferred orbital angular momentum
[38,41], until 2.088 MeV excitation energy, were considered
in the pickup assessment in the following.

A quite similar measurement as the above-mentioned
for 56Fe(n, α) reaction [90] was performed on 59Co target
nucleus [92] as well. Comparison of calculated angular distri-
butions for the c.m. α-energy bins of 7–10 MeV, 10–12 MeV,
and 12–14 MeV, and the Fischer et al. data at 14.1 MeV is
shown in Fig. 24. The above-mentioned pickup results were
added to the equivalent form a + b · cos2θ corresponding
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 24 As Fig. 19 but for 59Co target nucleus [92] and a the first c.m.
α-energy bin of 7–10 MeV

to the PE + CN isotropic component only for the higher α-
particle energies (12–14 MeV) in Fig. 24c. The lower limit
of 2.088 MeV excitation energy for the above-mentioned 27
states of the odd–odd residual nucleus 56Mn was the origin
of this matter, that is yet in agreement with the lowest-lying
states being populated through the pickup mechanism. The
anisotropy of the corresponding measured distribution has
been better described, with a slight overestimation but yet
within 2σ at backward angles. The largest distribution, at
the α-particle energies 7–10 MeV, is also in good agreement

Fig. 25 As Fig. 20 but for 59Co [92–94], at incident energies of 14–
14.5 MeV

Fig. 26 As Fig. 16 but for (n, α) reaction on 59Co [39] and uncertainty
gray band for error bars of s-wave neutron-resonance spacing Dexp

0 and
Nd of residual nucleus 56Mn (Table I), and additionally calculated cross
sections of (n, n′α) reaction (thin dashed curve) and total α-emission
(solid curve)

with measured data, providing thus a support for the PE +
CN present account.

An additional check of DI pickup component of the α-
emission in neutron-induced reactions on 59Co is worth-
while, as follows. First, there is a large data basis of total α–
emission as well as (n, α) reaction cross sections over three
decades. Second, 59Co may be considered as a benchmark
because of its medium asymmetry parameter (N −Z)/A and
corresponding isotopic effect. Third, there are measured at
the incident energy of ∼ 14 MeV valuable α-emission angu-
lar distributions and spectra [92–94] that are quite important
for DI + PE analysis.

The results in Fig. 25 support the present attempt of the
DI pickup contribution on the lowest-lying states of the odd–
odd residual nucleus 56Mn. The data agreement could be
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Fig. 27 As Fig. 14 but for triton angular distributions of 62Ni(d, t)61Ni
pickup transitions [122]

increased by taking into account that data transformation
from lab to c.m. may provide, as shown for 56Fe [90], a shift
of up to 1 MeV to higher emission energies.

At the same time, this spectrum analysis provides evidence
for rather low value of the GDH pre-formation probability
ϕ = 0.04. An uncertainty band corresponding to half of it
is assumed in the excitation function analysis for both total
α–emission and (n, α) reaction cross section (Fig. 26). The
overlap of the related uncertainty band of calculated cross
section and recent data is obvious.

On the other hand, Fig. 26 proves also that there are no
NLD effects below the incident energy of 10 MeV. The α–
particle OMP [14] is confirmed, with the additional support
of more data since earlier work [15].

4.2.5 64Zn(n, α)61Ni

The analysis of the pickup contribution to 64Zn(n, α)61Ni
reaction has taken into account the assumption that the
spectator protons pair is picked from 2p3/2 subshell. Then,
the transferred orbital momenta L to 61Ni excited states in
(d, t) and (3He, α) reactions that were previously analyzed
[120,121] were considered as well. The spectroscopic fac-
tors for the population of the g.s and two excited states in
62Ni(d, t)61Ni reaction were obtained by analysis of triton
angular distributions [122] (Fig. 27) leading to calculated
excitation function in Fig. 6 of Ref. [120].

Next, the spectroscopic factors reported for neutron–
removing reaction 62Ni(p, d) by Schiffer et al. [123] were
used for other 13 excited states until 2.64 MeV excitation
energy. Most important are however the g.s. and excited states
at 0.067 and 0.283 MeV, within a first group, and at 0.656 and
0.909 MeV, within a second group, for which Zhang et al.
[97,98] measured α-particle angular distributions at neutron
incident energies from 2.54 to 5.95 MeV. The same analysis
as for 56Fe and 59Co is shown in Fig. 28 for these data, with
major conclusions for the involved reaction mechanisms.

First, the experimental remark [98] of the anisotropic first-
group and almost isotropic second-group angular distribu-
tions is confirmed by the pickup contributions to the cal-
culated data. It is true even for the incident energies of 4
and 5.03 MeV, where there is an agreement of calculated
and measured values only for the data trend, but the same

Fig. 28 As Fig. 19 but for 64Zn target nucleus [97,98], neutron energies
from 2.54 to 5.95 MeV, and populated g.s. and excited states at 0.067
and 0.283 MeV, within a first group (left side), and 0.656 and 0.909
MeV, in a second group (right side) of 61Ni

data underestimation as for the total (n, α) cross sections in
Fig. 11c. On the other hand, the so good agreement at the
lowest incident energy of 2.54 MeV is a definite support of
the α-particle OMP [14], while the earlier one [15] leads to
values that are twice the data.

This angular-distribution analysis is completed by that of
the excitation function for the total (n, α) reaction as well
for the above-mentioned first and second group of states
(Fig. 29). Thus, underestimation for the total (n, α) cross sec-
tions at the incident energies of 4 and 5.03 MeV follows the
same feature of the first group, with no improvement due to
the additional DI contribution. However, the good agreement
at the lowest incident energy of 2.54 MeV is extended above
5 MeV following the DI inclusion. Finally the best agree-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 29 As Fig. 23 but for a 64Zn(n, α)61Ni [26,39,97,98], b g.s. and
excited states at 67, 283, c 656, and 909 keV

ment proved for the second group at all energies provides a
definite support of the α-particle OMP [14], the earlier one
[15] leading to values greater than twice the data (Fig. 11c).

A final remark may concern the rather opposite nuclear
asymmetries of 57Fe and 64Zn. Thus the isotopic effect led
to so different cross sections, the DI component becoming
significant only for the neutron-richer 57Fe (Fig. 23).

5 Conclusions

A consistent set of formerly-endorsed input parameters
is used to validate, also for nucleon-induced α-emission
within the A ∼ 60 range, an optical model potential pre-
viously obtained by analysis of α-particle elastic-scattering
and induced reactions [14]. Particularly, α-emission from
55,57,58Fe and 60Co isotopes excited by (n, α) reaction, and

62,64,65,66Cu and 64,65,66,68Zn isotopes excited through both
(n, α) and (p, α) reactions has been analyzed. The advantage
of rather recent data of low-lying states feeding is essential.

Similar consideration given formerly to all available data
for competing reaction channels provides the confidence in
the consistent parameter set and its possible account of a
whole reaction data basis. Moreover, while sensitivities of
calculated results to parameters of α’s OMP as well as other
reaction channels were formerly discussed (e.g., [124]), their
accuracies related to the error bars of the model parameters
provided by independent data analysis have been concerned
in the present work. Thus it has been pointed out why and
where the α-particle potential has the primary role for the α-
emission description, eventually at the level of the nucleon–
emission data.

Further account of additional reaction channels leading to
increase of the α-emission cross sections, beyond the statisti-
cal predictions, has also concerned the DI pickup. The assess-
ment of DI cross sections has been subject to available infor-
mation on spectroscopic factors related to populated states,
outgoing particle angular distributions, or at least differential
cross-section maximum values. Thus, the lack of any neutron
hole-state spectroscopic data corresponding to (n, α), (p, d),
(d, t), or (3He, α) pickup reactions made possible nothing
else but groundless use, for 57Fe and 59Co target nuclei, of
particle-state spectroscopic factors obtained from the strip-
ping (d, p) reaction analysis. Therefore only a presumptive
evidence becomes feasible for the DI pickup contribution to
α-emission feeding the low-lying levels of the residual nuclei
within these two cases.

On the other hand, a suitable account of the measured α-
emission cross sections is provided by an additional contribu-
tion at the GQR energy of 55,57,58Fe excited nuclei. Because
the Gaussian distributions added in this respect have widths
which are much lower than the systematic ’best’ values [7],
we call these components only like-GQR components. Nev-
ertheless, they are even larger than the DI pickup for incident
energies < 12 MeV. While further conclusions on the physics
behind this empirical addition are not yet evident, more sim-
ilar cases to be concerned may help.
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